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made g1 an xt outline that Machen used for the book and gave him credit for it in the

introduction. Between that time and the time when I came went to Princeton, the

president of the institution, I understand, buttered up this man and won him over to

his anti-Machen viewpoint, and when I got there he was always a bitter enemy of

Machen, and all that Machen stood for. This was a great surprise to me, to see his

attitude when I got there.

I believe it was at the end of my second year in seminary that the General

Assembly was held in Baltimore and I went down there and attended a good many of its

meetings. When the Just as the assembly was about to begin copies of a magazine,

was it called The Preslyterian I forget the last word in it--in the title, a

magazine published at that time in Pittsburgh, and widely used among read among

Pregyterians, a copy was given to everyone who was coming to kkamm the meeting.

This had an article prominently dispalyed, called, "When the Professors Disagree."

The article quoted a man in Cambridge, xixfu [I forget whether it was Cambridge

or Oxford] as strongly criticizing R. D. Wilson. It ReeaRxtktxwi* seems that

Wilson had been there and spoken to a Christian group on the campus, and IR

T. R. (initials (?) Glover, who was called the orator of the university, was

away at the time; at least he, did not hear 'much about the meeting at the time when

it ag occurred, but someone took dawn what Dr. Wilson said in.shorthand and then

then had. it printed up without Dr. Wilson's ever seeing it. When this little

pamphlet cam axt out--which was his, message defending the Bible--at one place in

it he used a phrase that had been common in his family, a phrase meaning "strange

to say.
" The phrase was a common phrase when Wail Wilson was a child; all the

schools taught Latin,, and many people commonly used Latin phrases in their

disucssions, and this was a very common phrase. However, whether a mistake of one

letter, the final letter of one its two words, was made by the person who took it

down in shorthand, or whether it was made by the printer, or whether it was a

typognaphical error which was not noticed; at any rate there was this wrong final

letter of one of the two words, and Professor Clover said of Wilson, "They say he

nax knows dozens of languages, but Ii±zxkiN his knowledge of Latin is atrocious,

or something like that. Dr. Wilson said, "This is a terrible slam on me--to give
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